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Chapter 1 

Mines Field, Los Angeles, 06 0945 January 1944 

 

Trudy Andrich looked at the instrument panel once more before she released 

the brakes and let the rumbling Rolls-Royce Merlin engine slowly pull the P-51D 

Mustang away from the parking area. With the tail of the airplane resting on a 

small wheel, the front of the fuselage and the blur of the propeller seemed to tower 

above Trudy’s head and blocked her vision directly in front of the aircraft. Trudy 

glanced between the right and left sides of the Mustang, and following procedure, 

she kept the stick in a neutral position to allow the tail wheel to pivot. This 

procedure permitted Trudy to see where she was going by using a series of S-turns 

to weave her way down the taxiway to the run-up area. Strapped into the Mustang, 

Trudy felt like she was in a saddle, riding some gigantic and powerful beast. The 

main landing gear under the wings provided audible and tactile feedback as they 

crossed the joints in the concrete taxiway and gave the sensation of a trotting race 

horse moving on four legs instead of three wheels. The engine ran at near idle 

during the short trip to the run-up area. 

 Trudy pulled into the run-up area, set the brakes, and began her final checks 

before takeoff. It was a cool Southern California morning. There was still a layer 

of fog over the ocean just a few miles away, but the sky was clear, and the sun was 

turning the cockpit of the Mustang into a greenhouse. The heat from the engine 
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was already making its way into the cockpit, and Trudy’s feet were beginning to 

feel the heat. Trudy noticed the beads of sweat on her forehead, and she was 

anxious to get off the ground and into the refreshingly cool air up above. 

Trudy pressed hard on both rudder pedals, keeping the brakes firmly set as 

she moved the throttle forward until the manifold pressure read no more than 

thirty; otherwise, the powerful engine would cause the Mustang to nose over. All 

the while, Trudy kept her eyes on the instrument panel to check the magnetos and 

watch for other anomalies on the gauges that revealed the health of the engine. The 

twelve-cylinder engine roared and tugged hard against the brakes. The torque of 

the engine twisted the plane and made the left wing dip slightly. Twice, the engine 

seemed to lose rhythm as it missed but returned to normal rhythm. Trudy heard the 

change and kept the throttle forward for a few more seconds than normal to make 

sure that the interruption in rhythm was just a fluke, maybe due to moisture. She 

remembered the thick fog that blanketed Mines Field during the night just a few 

hours ago. 

Satisfied that all was normal, Trudy taxied forward to the runway and 

contacted the tower: “Mines Tower, Mustang Two Seven Mike Oscar, ready for 

takeoff.” 
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“Mustang Two Seven Mike Oscar, you are cleared for takeoff. Make right 

traffic. You get feet wet today and the scenic view. Contact Palm Springs when in 

sight.” 

“Mustang Two Seven Mike Oscar cleared for takeoff with right traffic,” 

Trudy repeated back to the tower and turned onto the runway continuing her roll 

forward as she lined up with the stripes on the runway and moved the throttle 

slowly forward. 

Trudy compensated for the more than fourteen-hundred-horsepower Rolls-

Royce engine’s torque with rudder pedal and slight back pressure on the stick to 

keep the tail wheel in contact with the runway until there was enough air going 

over the control surfaces to allow her to correct with rudder and ailerons alone. She 

needed to keep the plane in the middle of the runway with the tail down until she 

saw the airspeed indicator reach seventy miles per hour. With the tail up, she now 

had a clear view of the end of the runway. At 120 mph, Trudy eased back on the 

stick, and the Mustang leaped into the air. Trudy retracted the gear before she 

cleared the end of the runway and felt the airplane surge forward still gaining 

airspeed. Trudy retracted her flaps just before she started her right turn away from 

the field; she flipped the fuel-boost switch from emergency to normal as she went 

“feet wet” over the ocean, still climbing to her cruising altitude before starting her 

turn toward Palm Springs Field, where the six Browning .50-caliber machine guns 
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would be placed in the wings. After refueling, the Mustang would begin its 

hopscotch path across the country and eventually be ferried across the ocean to 

England to enter the war. 

As a member of the Women Airforce Service Pilots (WASP), Trudy 

Andrich flew as a test pilot and ferry pilot working out of the North American 

company’s Southern California aircraft plant adjacent to Mines Field, just outside 

of Los Angeles. America’s newest and hottest fighter, the P-51D Mustang, was 

made there, and Trudy was fulfilling a lifelong dream to fly the fastest airplanes 

made, even though women pilots were prohibited from serving in the Army Air 

Corps as pilots. It frustrated Trudy that she could not fly this plane into combat, 

knowing that she was a better pilot with far more hours under her belt than most of 

the green young pilots sent to combat in Europe in these planes. Trudy completed 

her turn west and thought about what it would be like to fly this bird in combat, 

escorting B-17 bombers deep into Germany. Her daydream was interrupted as the 

Rolls-Royce Merlin engine missed repeatedly, and the plane shuddered with each 

missed cylinder. Trudy watched the rpms drop as she adjusted the throttle to 

provide more fuel and quickly adjusted the boost control as the engine sputtered to 

a stop. 

“Mayday, Mayday, Mines Tower. This is Mustang Two Seven Mike Oscar; 

I have lost power and am returning to the field.” 
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Lieutenant Busher jumped to his feet in the control tower. He leaned 

forward, close to the slanted window, and peered westward trying to see the 

aircraft in distress. “Mustang Two Seven Mike Oscar, you are cleared for landing. 

I will alert emergency services.” 

Lieutenant Busher switched to the base intercom. “Attention on the field: 

aircraft inbound for an emergency landing.” 

At the airport fire station, more than a dozen firemen jumped into their gear 

and scrambled into their trucks, memories still strong of the crash landing at the 

field just two weeks before when the Army Air Corps test pilot did not survive the 

crash. 

Inside the Mines Field headquarters building, a young sergeant burst into the 

conference room where the base commander Colonel Buck Straight was meeting 

with Major Roderick “Rod” Jackson. “Sir, I’m sorry to interrupt, but we have a 

Mustang inbound with engine failure landing dead stick.” 

Colonel Straight turned to Major Jackson. “Come with me, Major.” Looking 

back at the sergeant, he said, “Sergeant, get me some binoculars ASAP, and call 

for my jeep. I’ll be outside.” 

Colonel Straight ushered the major to the front of the building as the young 

sergeant ran to the phone at his desk across from the conference-room door. 
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On board the Mustang, Trudy pointed the nose toward Mines Field and put 

the aircraft into a flat glide, keeping the airspeed just under 115 mph since the 

plane was heavy with fuel. Trudy tried to restart the engine and felt the sudden 

buffet that warned her that she was close to stall speed, so she pushed the stick a 

little bit farther forward and checked her airspeed again. A full stall would be 

disastrous. She tried to restart the engine several more times and soon judged that 

the distraction was too great, and the cause seemed futile.  

“Concentrate on a dead-stick landing,” Trudy said out loud as she attempted 

to steer toward the end of the runway.  

Instinctively she reached for the flaps and gear switches but remembered her 

instructor yelling at her class emphatically: “If you lose power and need to attempt 

a dead-stick landing, keep the flaps and gear up!” 

Trudy saw the end of the runway approaching fast. From the tower, 

Lieutenant Busher crackled loudly through her earphones: “Trudy, we have fire 

engines standing by. Crack open your canopy so it doesn’t jam shut when you 

land.” 

“Thanks, Lieutenant, I’m on it. Wish me luck.” Trudy wasn’t very religious, 

but, having been brought up in a devout Russian Orthodox Ukrainian home, she 

crossed herself left-handed, keeping her right hand on the stick as she crossed the 

threshold of the runway. The plane floated for a moment, delaying impact for an 
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extra two seconds as the wings went into ground effect. The slowly spinning 

propeller in front of her stopped as two of the four blades struck the runway, just 

before Trudy felt the impact and the sudden deceleration. A horrible scrapping 

sound, the smell of oil first, and then aviation gas as flames shot up in front of her, 

and the plane spun like a top before it came to rest at the edge of the runway. 

Trudy unstrapped herself and struggled with the canopy as she rolled out of the 

plane, onto the wing and then slid off the wing onto the hard concrete. The fire had 

already spread to the grass next to the runway on the other side of the plane, but 

the left wing remained intact and Trudy noted with relief the lack of fuel on the 

runway. She rolled onto her hands and knees and sprang to her feet, sprinting fifty 

yards away from her Mustang before turning around to see it now fully engulfed in 

fire as fuel continued to spill out of the fractured right wing into the grass. 

The first fire truck screamed past her on the runway, almost hitting her. As 

she watched it pass and almost flipped the driver an obscene gesture, she heard 

screeching tires and turned as a jeep skidded to a stop not more than ten feet away 

from her. Colonel Straight jumped out of the front passenger seat and ran up to 

Trudy. “Are you all right?” The colonel yelled above the sirens and the roar of the 

flames as he looked her up and down. 

“I’m fine, Colonel. The engine stopped, same as two weeks ago for Marty.” 

“You’re bleeding.” Colonel Straight said pointing at Trudy’s knees. 
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Trudy looked down and saw the shredded and bloody fabric over her knees, 

and as she reached down, she realized that the skin was also missing from the 

palms of both hands. As the adrenaline started to wear off, Trudy felt the sting of 

road rash on both hands, elbows, and knees. Memories of the results of riding her 

bike down the steepest hill in town when she was barely ten distracted her for a 

moment. 

 Jackson jumped somewhat awkwardly off the jeep from the back seat and 

joined the colonel, looking gobsmacked as he stared at the beautiful blond pilot 

who had just survived the total destruction of her aircraft. “You’re a dame!” he 

blurted out, still staring at her. 

Colonel Straight cracked a wry smile. “She is a pilot. And after this landing, 

I’d say she is the best pilot I have ever met. Well done, Trudy.” Colonel Straight 

held out his hand to shake. 

Trudy started to instinctively grab the colonel’s hand, and noticing the blood 

from her missing palm running down her arm, she instead held up her hand to 

show the colonel. 

“Major Rod Jackson, at your service. Are you all right?” Rod said as he ran 

over to Trudy. 

“I’m OK, I think. I’m Trudy Andrich. Nice to meet you.” 

“Beautiful and rich, but I’ll bet that you have heard that before.” 
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“At least once, in the last week alone. You fighter pilots must share your 

lines.” 

Colonel Straight stepped forward and put an arm around Trudy like a dad 

comforting a young daughter and helped Trudy into the front seat of the jeep. 

“Let’s get you to the hospital. We don’t need to supervise the firemen. This is the 

most fun they have had in a long time. Get in the jeep, Major.” The colonel ordered 

Major Jackson. 

As Major Jackson clambered onto the back seat of the open jeep beside 

Colonel Straight, he whispered into the colonel’s ear. “I think we found our pilot, 

and she will make one hell of a traveling companion, if you know what I mean, 

sir.” 

“Major, I was going to pick her anyhow, but I was worried about how you 

would react to a female pilot. If you have other things in mind, I wish you luck, 

Major. Let’s get her taken care of now.” Turning to the driver and changing his 

volume and tone, the colonel bellowed at the driver. “Get this jeep to the hospital, 

Corporal.” 

The wind changed direction, and the acrid black smoke from the aviation 

fuel, the burning grass, and the smell of hot metal drifted across the jeep as the 

corporal made a sharp turn that almost threw Trudy out of the jeep, since her hands 

were starting to sting too much to hold on. The smoke stung Trudy’s eyes and 
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burned her nostrils. As the jeep moved out of the cloud of smoke, the clean, fresh 

air felt rejuvenating. In less than two minutes, they were at the aid station, and 

Trudy was rushed into the base hospital. An overzealous medic rushed to Trudy’s 

side as she flopped down onto a stretcher. “Are you in pain, ma’am?” the medic 

inquired. 

“My hands and knees hurt, but it’s not serious.” 

Not waiting for more information, the medic anxiously injected Trudy with 

morphine from his side bag. Trudy felt warm and then went to sleep. 

Trudy woke up a few hours later in a hospital gown with her hands and 

knees bandaged. Her good friend Shirley was sitting beside the bed. 

“Hey, Trudy, how are yah feelin’?” 

“That was some deep sleep; what time is it anyhow?” 

“It’s almost dinnertime. They said that you could leave after you woke up if 

you feel up to it.” 

Trudy moved her arms and legs and checked out the mobility of her hands 

and knees where they were bandaged. 

“I’m fine. Did you drive all the way out here from Palm Springs?” 

“No, I got a lift on a cargo flight. Carly and Toni were both flying today. 

When Carly told me what happened, I jumped on the next flight back to Mines 

Field. I saw what was left of that airplane of yours, and honey, you are so lucky 
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that you didn’t get burns. They said it was a total loss before they could get the fire 

out.” 

“I knew that I had to get out fast, which is why I ended up hands and knees 

on the pavement. I almost did a face-plant, too. That would have been less than 

deluxe.” 

“I’ll tell the nurses you’re up and getting ready to go while you get dressed. 

If you feel like it, we can pick up some burgers on the way back to your place so 

that you won’t need to cook.” 

“Thanks, Shirley. I’ll be ready in a couple of minutes.” 

Trudy got up, stretched, and started getting dressed. There was no way that 

she was spending the night in any hospital. Memories of her sister’s long losing 

battle with breast cancer came back whenever she visited any hospital. As she 

finished getting dressed and looked in the mirror, Trudy realized that she had holes 

in the bloodstained fabric on her knees. The white bandages underneath showed 

through the tattered fabric, making them even more noticeable. 

“Well, that’s gonna look nice if we stop for burgers,” Trudy said, pointing at 

her knees, as Shirley knocked and came back into the room. 

“Do you want me to go get you some other clothes?” 
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“No, screw it. I just survived a plane crash, and I haven’t eaten since 

breakfast, so people can stare all they want. Let’s get out of here and get some 

food. My treat, Shirley.” 

“You know that you don’t have to do that. OK, let’s go. How about that 

diner just around the corner from your place?” 

“You know that cook behind the counter is going to hit on you, so don’t get 

mad, OK?” 

“Get mad? Why do you think I suggested it? That surfer boy is really kinda 

cute.” 

“OK, we are off,” Trudy said as she led the way out of the hospital. 

“At least we get to have a little bit of fun tonight. I won’t be able to stay 

around for the inevitable celebration, since I just got to check out on a new plane,” 

Shirley said proudly. 

“Oh, you are kidding? So they did let you fly that new A-26 Invader that you 

have been drooling over?” 

“I’m flying one cross country, the day after tomorrow as pilot in command,” 

Shirley said with the first big smile that Trudy had seen on her all afternoon.  

“Shirley, that is wonderful. You just made my day!” Trudy said with sincere 

appreciation for her friend’s new achievement. 

 


